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The optimization and tuning of parameters is very important for the performance of the PID controller. In this paper, a novel
parameter tuning method based on the mind evolutionary algorithm (MEA) was presented. The MEA firstly transformed the
problem solutions into the population individuals embodied by code and then divided the population into superior subpopulations
and temporary subpopulations and used the similar taxis and dissimilation operations for searching the global optimal solution.
In order to verify the control performance of the MEA, three classical functions and five typical industrial process control models
were adopted for testing experiments. Experimental results indicated that the proposed approach was feasible and valid: the MEA
with the superior design feature and parallel structure could memorize more evolutionary information, generate superior genes,
and enhance the efficiency and effectiveness for searching global optimal parameters. In addition, the MEA-tuning method can be
easily applied to real industrial practices and provides a novel and convenient solution for the optimization and tuning of the PID
controller.

1. Introduction

The proportional integral derivative (PID) controller is the
most widely used and most mature in industrial production
[1, 2]. So far, the vast majority of industrial controllers
are PID controllers or their second generations owing to
the advantages of simple structure, strong robustness, and
easy realization [3–5]. However, once the controller char-
acteristics, control scheme, interference form, and size are
basically fixed, the quality of the control system depends
on the setting of the controller parameters. Therefore, PID
parameter tuning and optimizing is one core issue for PID
controller design [6, 7].

The parameter tuning methods for PID controller design
fall into two basic categories: conventional parameter tun-
ing methods and intelligent optimization algorithms. Con-
ventional parameter tuning methods include the empirical
method, upwards curvemethod, critical ratiomethod, damp-
ing oscillatory method, and relay feedback method [8]. The
Z-Nmethod as an empirical parameter tuning method had a
very strong impact on the actual control system; practically all
vendors and users of the PID controller apply it or its simple
modifications in controller tuning. The Z-N method was

developed by Ziegler and Nichols in seminal paper [9], which
was based on two ideas: to characterize process dynamics by
two parameters, which are easily determined experimentally,
and to calculate controller parameters from the process
characteristics by a simple formula. Although widely used in
practice, conventional parameter tuning methods have large
overshoot, poor correction accuracy, and time-consuming
tuning process [10–13].

With the development of the intelligent control theory,
intelligent optimization algorithms started to be applied
in PID parameter tuning and optimizing and achieved
incomparable results that the conventional parameter tuning
methods cannot obtain. For example, the genetic algorithm
(GA) [14–16], particle swarm optimization (PSO) [17–19],
tabu search algorithm (TSA) [20–22], bacterial foraging
algorithm (BFA) [23–25], ant colony algorithm (ACA) [26],
artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm [27], and BAT search
algorithm [28] were adopted to optimize PID controller
parameters and had achieved much better performances.

Although intelligent optimization algorithms possess
merits of strong robustness, good universality, and few lim-
ited conditions for use, some intelligent algorithms still have
defects such as premature convergence and slow convergence
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rate. For example, the GA, PSO, and TSA are all stochastic
search algorithms. Their search processes are nondetermin-
istic, suffer from slow convergence, and easily fall into the
local optimal solution [29, 30]. The parameter settings of
the GA and ACA have not clear theoretical basis, and
most parameters still need to be determined by experience
and experiment. The population individual of the PSO and
BAT search algorithm lacks the mutation mechanism; once
trapped in the local extreme, it is difficult to get rid of [31].
The complexity of the ABC algorithm programming limits
its application to a certain extent. In addition, there are few
controlled process models that adopt the ABC algorithm
for PID parameter tuning, and its generality is not high
[32, 33]. To further improve the optimization performance
and overcome the defects of traditional algorithms, Chinese
scholar Sun Cheng-Yi et al. raised the mind evolutionary
algorithm (MEA) based on the genetic algorithm in 1998
[34]. The MEA is an evolutionary algorithm simulating
the progress of human mind and has the positive and
negative feedback mechanism, wherein the positive feedback
mechanism improves toward being more beneficial to the
population survival, so as to consolidate and develop the
evolution achievement. The negative feedback mechanism
prevents the premature convergence of the algorithm, so
as to avoid the situation in which the algorithm is caught
in the local optimal solution. The structural parallelism
of the MEA guarantees the high search efficiency of the
algorithm, overcomes the defects of the GA such as time-
consuming computation and premature convergence, and
also has extremely strong robustness on interference [35, 36].

While theory application and engineering practices have
proved that the MEA has very high search efficiency and
convergence performance [37–39], few researches apply it to
the PID parameter tuning and optimizing. Therefore, this
paper is undertaken to establish a parameter tuning method
using the MEA for PID controller design to fill the research
gap.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. The
principle of the MEA and MEA-tuning process for PID
controller design are described in Section 2. Three classical
functions are used to test the performance of the MEA and
compare it with the GA in Section 3. The MEA is applied
to the parameters tuning of five classical PID controllers
and compared with the GA and traditional Z-N method in
optimization performance, convergence time, and robustness
in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn and future
researches are suggested in Section 5.

2. Mind Evolutionary Algorithm

2.1. Algorithm Principle. The mind evolutionary algorithm
(MEA) is a kind of evolutionary algorithm simulating the
progress of the human mind, developed on the basis of the
GA. The MEA uses two types of operation, similar taxis
and dissimilation, and uses population optimizing instead
of individual optimizing, which avoids the defects of the
GA. The similar taxis operation is a process in which the
individual competes to be a winner, which happens within
the scope of a subpopulation. The dissimilation operation

is the process in which a subpopulation competes to be a
winner and continuously explores the new point of solution
space, which happens within the whole solution space.
In the course of the algorithm running, the similar taxis
and dissimilation operation is executed repeatedly until the
condition of terminating the running of algorithm is satisfied.

Compared with the GA, the MEA has following advan-
tages: the crossover and mutation operations of the GA
generate not only superior genes, but also inferior destructive
genes, and those operations have duality, but the MEA
uses the similar taxis and dissimilation operations, which
amend the defects of the GA; the similar taxis and dis-
similation operations of the MEA are coordinated mutually
but also independent mutually, and any improvement on
any aspect will raise the algorithm’s prediction accuracy; the
similar taxis and dissimilation operations have parallelism
on structure, which raises the algorithm’s search efficiency
and computation speed; the MEA divides the populations
into superior subpopulations and temporary subpopulations,
which can memorize evolutionary information more than
one generation.

2.2. Basic Concepts. The MEA follows some basic concepts
of the GA such as “population,” “individual,” and “environ-
ment,” but meanwhile it also adds some new concepts.

2.2.1. Population and Subpopulation. The MEA is a kind
of learning method making optimization through iteration,
and all individuals in every generation of the evolutionary
process gather into one population. A population is divided
into several subpopulations. The subpopulation contains two
classes: superior subpopulation and temporary subpopula-
tion. The superior subpopulation records the information of
the winners in the global competition, and the temporary
subpopulation records the process of the global competition.

2.2.2. Billboard. Thebillboard is equivalent to an information
platform, which provides chances of information communi-
cation between the individuals or the subpopulations. The
billboard records three types of effective information: the
serial number of individual or subpopulation, the action, and
the score. By utilizing the serial number of the individual
or subpopulation, it is convenient to distinguish different
individuals or subpopulations; the description of action
varies from different research fields, and since this article
is researching the problem of parameter optimization, the
action is used to record the exact position of the individual
and subpopulation; the score is the evaluation of environment
on the individual action, and, in the optimization process by
utilizing the MEA, it can rapidly find out the optimized indi-
viduals and populations only if the scores of every individual
and subpopulation are recorded all the time. The individuals
in the subpopulation post up their own information on the
local billboard, and the information of each subpopulation is
posted up on the global billboard.

2.2.3. Similar Taxis. Within the scope of a subpopulation,
the process in which an individual competes to be a winner
is called similar taxis. In the process of a subpopulation’s
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Figure 1: Parameter tuning process of the PID controller by the MEA.

similar taxis, if a new winner cannot be generated, this means
that such subpopulation has matured.When a subpopulation
matures, the similar taxis process of such subpopulation
comes to an end.The period of a subpopulation from its birth
to maturity is called as lifetime.

2.2.4. Dissimilation. In the whole solution space, each sub-
population competes to be a winner and continuously
explores a new solution space point; this process is known
as dissimilation. Dissimilation has two definitions: each
subpopulation makes global competition, and if the score
of a temporary subpopulation is higher than the score of
a certain matured superior subpopulation, such superior
subpopulation will be replaced by the winning temporary
subpopulation, and the individuals of the original superior
subpopulation will be released; if the score of a matured
temporary subpopulation is lower than the score of any
superior subpopulation, such temporary subpopulation will
be abandoned, and the individuals therein will be released;
the released individuals will re-search and form a new
temporary subpopulation.

2.3. Calculation Procedure. The quality of the PID controller
depends on the tuning and optimizing of parameters 𝐾𝑝,𝐾𝑖, and 𝐾𝑑. To obtain the optimal PID controller, the
parameters 𝐾𝑝, 𝐾𝑖, and 𝐾𝑑 are encoded and taken as the
population individual, the integral of time absolute errors
(ITAE) obtained from the PID controller is regarded as the
individual fitness value, and then the MEA begins to evolve.
Through continuous iterative evolution of the similar taxis

and dissimilation operation, the optimal individual of the
population is finally obtained, which is taken as the parameter
of the PID controller after being decoded; the optimal PID
controller is established.

The tuning process of the PID controller by using the
MEA is shown as Figure 1.

Step 1 (initialization of the population’s individual). The
parameters 𝐾𝑝, 𝐾𝑖, and 𝐾𝑑 of PID controller coding in the
real number are taken as the population individual and
the integral of time absolute errors (ITAE) is regarded as
the individual fitness value, and then N initial population’s
individuals are generated randomly.

Step 2 (generation of the superior subpopulation and tem-
porary subpopulation). According to the individual fitness
value, the 𝑁𝑠 superior individuals with the highest scores
and 𝑁𝑡 temporary individuals with the next highest scores
are picked out. Taking each superior individual or tem-
porary individual as center, new individuals are produced
and 𝑁𝑠 superior subpopulations and 𝑁𝑡 temporary sub-
populations are formed, named as 𝐺𝑠 and 𝑁𝑡, respec-
tively. The number of individuals in the subpopulation is
𝑁𝑝 = N/(𝑁𝑠+𝑁𝑡).
Step 3 (similar taxis). To compute the fitness values of all
individuals in the superior subpopulation and temporary
subpopulation, the optimal population 𝑔𝑠∗ or 𝑔𝑡∗ (namely,
the center) in the subpopulation is taken as the center of
the subpopulation, and the score of the optimal individual is
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taken as the score of such subpopulation. The fitness values
of 𝑔𝑠∗ and 𝑔𝑡∗ are described as below:

𝑓𝑠∗ = min {(𝑓 (𝑔) : 𝑔 ∈ 𝐺𝑠) , 1 ≤ 𝑠 ≤ 𝑁𝑠} (1)

𝑓𝑡∗ = min {(𝑓 (𝑔) : 𝑔 ∈ 𝐺𝑡) , 1 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑁𝑡} . (2)

Step 4 (judgment of subpopulation’s maturity). In the process
of subpopulation similar taxis, when the population center
is the optimal individual, and no new superior individual is
generated any more, then such subpopulation matures and
turns into the next step; otherwise it turns into the previous
step and executes the similar taxis operation again.

Step 5 (dissimilation). After the subpopulation matures, the
score of each subpopulation will be posted up on the global
billboard, and if the score of any temporary subpopulation
𝐺𝑡 is higher than the score of any matured superior subpop-
ulation 𝐺𝑠, such superior subpopulation 𝐺𝑠 will be replaced
by the winning temporary subpopulation 𝐺𝑡, the individuals
in the original superior subpopulation 𝐺𝑠 will be released,
the originally winning temporary subpopulation 𝐺𝑡 will be
replaced by the new temporary subpopulation 𝐺𝑡, and the
individuals in 𝐺𝑡 will be evenly distributed in the solution
space.

Step 6 (iterative evolution). The superior subpopulation with
the highest fitness value in all superior subpopulations or
temporary subpopulations is selected to judge whether the
termination condition is satisfied. If yes, the evolution will
be terminated, and if not, the operation of Steps 3∼5 will be
repeated.

Step 7 (decoding of the optimal individual and establishing
of the PID controller optimized by the MEA). When the
termination condition of the MEA is met, the superior
subpopulation center as the optimal population individual
will be decoded to obtain the parameters 𝐾𝑝, 𝐾𝑖, and 𝐾𝑑
of the PID controller, and the optimized PID controller is
established.

3. Classical Test Functions Verification

In order to verify the validity of theMEA, 3 classical functions
are selected for testing and compared with the GA. The test
functions are the Sphere function, Rastrigin function, and
Rosenbrock function.

(1) The Sphere Function

𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑥2 + 𝑦2. (3)

In formula (3), x, 𝑦 ∈ [−10, 10]; when (x,y)=(0,0), the
Sphere function reaches its minimum 0 (Figure 2).

(2) The Rastrigin Function

𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 20 + 𝑥2 − 10 cos (2𝜋𝑥) + 𝑦2
− 10 cos (2𝜋𝑦) .

(4)
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Figure 3: Rastrigin function graph.

In formula (4), x, y∈[-5.12,5.12]; the global optimal
solution of the Rastrigin function is 0, distributed at (0,0)
(Figure 3).

(3) The Rosenbrock Function

𝑓 (𝑥) =
𝑁−1

∑
𝑖=1

(𝑥2𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖+1)2 + (1 − 𝑥𝑖)2 . (5)

In formula (5), x, 𝑦 ∈ [−10, 10]; the Rosenbrock function
is a pathological function that is hard to minimize, and the
theoretical global minimum is 0 (Figure 4).

TheMEA is established due to the defect of theGA, so this
paper makes a comparative test between the MEA and GA
to verify the superiority of the MEA. In the test, parameters
of the MEA and GA are set as follows: evolution generations
itermax=10, population size N=200, number of superior sub-
population Ns=5, number of temporary subpopulation Nt=5,
subpopulation size Np=20, crossover probability C=0.2, and
mutation probability M=0.1. The testing results are displayed
in Table 1.

As shown in Table 1, the test results of three classical
functions prove that the optimization performance of the
MEA is better than the GA. In Figure 5, the fitness evolution
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Table 1: Optimization results and comparison for the MEA and GA.

Function Theoretical extreme MEA GA
Mean value Optimal value Worst value Mean value Optimal value Worst value

Sphere 0 1.3396 0.0004 4.7535 2.1702 0.1306 2.2877
Rastrigin 0 5.9375 0.1557 10.2223 5.9935 2.0612 17.6934
Rosenbrock 0 1.0562 0.0010 9.2253 2.5015 6.5593 5.6020
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Figure 4: Rosenbrock function graph.
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curves of the Rosenbrock function show that, compared
with the GA, the MEA has faster convergence speed and
higher convergence precision. The experimental results indi-
cated that, due to its superior design feature and parallel
structure, the MEA could memorize more evolutionary
information and search the optimal solution more efficiently
and effectively, overcoming the defects of the GA, such as
precociousness, easiness of falling into the local extremum,
and time-consuming computation.

PID
r(t) e(t) u(t) c(t)

Gp(s)

Figure 6: PID control system.

4. Simulation Studies

4.1. PID Controller and Performance Index. The proportional
integral derivative (PID) controller is widely applied in indus-
trial processes. The system structure of the PID controller is
shown in Figure 6.

The general form of one PID controller is shown as below.

𝑢 (𝑡) = 𝐾𝑝𝑒 (𝑡) + 𝐾𝑖 ∫
𝑡

0
𝑒 (𝜏) 𝑑𝜏 + 𝐾𝑑 𝑑𝑒 (𝑡)𝑑𝑡 . (6)

In formula (6), u(t) and e(t) represent the control signal
and error signal and Kp,Ki, andKd are the proportional gain,
integral gain, and derivative gain, respectively. By entering
parameters Kp, Ki, and Kd, the control signal is calculated
and then sent to the controlling module; the controlled
object is driven. If the controller is designed properly, the
control signal will make the output error converge to a
small neighborhood of the origin to achieve the control
requirement.Therefore, the optimization objective of the PID
controller is to obtain an optimal set of parameters (Kp,
Ki, Kd), which will minimize the performance function by
searching the given controller parameters space.

In general, integration error indexes include the integral
of squared errors (ISE), integrated absolute errors (IAE), and
integral of time absolute errors (ITAE) [40]. In this paper,
the ITAE is chosen as the performance indicator of the PID
controller. The formula for calculation is as follows:

𝐼𝑇𝐴𝐸 = ∫
𝑇

0
𝑡 |𝑒 (𝑡)| 𝑑𝑡. (7)

If the functional model on error is regarded as a loss
function, the integral index of formula (7) can be regarded
as the control goal of a control system when it is transferred
fromone state to another; then it is considered that the system
has the optimal control law with a minimal performance
index. Generally, the adjustment time ts corresponding to 5%
or 2% error is taken as the upper bound T parameter of the
integral.

Due to the existence of absolute error |𝑒(𝑡)|, formula (7)
is difficult to solve by the analytic method, and the numerical
methods are usually chosen to solve it; the specific steps
are as follows: the continuous time is discretized with time
step Δ𝑡; meanwhile, when the time 𝑇 = 𝑚Δ𝑡 and m are
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Table 2: Models for general controlled processes.

Type Mathematical model Model features

I
𝑒−𝜏𝑠
1 + 𝑠 First-order time-delay process

𝜏=0.5,1,2 𝜏=0.5 in this study

II
𝑒−𝜏𝑠
(1 + 𝑠)2 Second-order time-delay process

𝜏=0.5,1,2 𝜏=1 in this study

III
𝑒−𝑠

𝑠(1 + 𝑠) Nonoscillating process

IV
1 − 𝑎𝑠
(1 + 𝑠)2 Nonminimum phase process

a=0.5,1 a=0.5 in this study

V
1

(1 + 𝑠)𝑛 High-order process

n=4,6,8 n=6 in this study

the integers of the appropriate size, the discrete time vector
t[n](n=1,2,. . .,m) is obtained. When t is small enough, the
ITAE can be calculated according to

𝐼𝑇𝐴𝐸 =
𝑚

∑
𝑖=0

𝑡 [𝑖] |𝑒 [𝑖]| Δ𝑡. (8)

The process of PID parameter tuning using the MEA is
actually an optimization problem.The parameter set (Kp, Ki,
Kd) is regarded as the particle position vector P(Kp,Ki,Kd)
in the optimization space, Kp, Ki, and Kd are restricted
to [0, Kpm], [0, Kim], and [0, Kdm], respectively, and the
ITAE performance index is chosen as the fitness function
of the algorithm. Through the iteration of the MEA, a set
of parameters that minimize the ITAE value of the system
response is found.

4.2. Simulation Experiment. In order to verify the control
performance of the MEA, 5 typical industrial process control
models Gp(s) are selected as the research models, as shown
in Table 2. Five typical industrial process control models are
self-balanced and nonoscillating process with time lag of the
first order, self-balanced and nonoscillating process with time
lag of the second order, nonoscillating process without self-
balance, nonminimum phase process with reverse character-
istics, and high-order process.

According to the structural characteristics of the PID
controller, the parameters to be optimized are Kp, Ki, and
Kd. Then the parameters Kp, Ki, and Kd are encoded as the
population individual; the individual length is 3, equal to
parameter number. In order to compare algorithm perfor-
mance, different algorithms need to set the same experimen-
tal conditions, so the population size is set to 200, the number
of superior population or temporary population size is 5, the
subpopulation size is 20, the evolution generations are set to
10, the crossover probability is set to 0.2, and the mutation
probability is set to 0.1.

(1) Industrial Process Control Model I.TheMEA, GA, and Z-N
methods were adopted to search the optimal PID parameters
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Figure 7: Closed-loop step response with process I.

of industrial process control model I, respectively; the PID
parameters (Kp, Ki, Kd) and performance indexes (ITAE, ts)
obtained were listed in Table 3.

Table 3 shows that the MEA-tuning method has the best
fitting performance (ITAE=0.3463) and the fastest conver-
gence speed (ts=2.6910), followed by the GA-tuning method
(ITAE=0.5758, ts=5.6440) and the Z-N-tuning method
(ITAE=0.7332, ts=6.2987).

The obtained PID parameters (Kp, Ki, Kd) were brought
into process model I, and the unit step responses of the MEA,
GA, and Z-N methods are obtained, respectively, through
Simulink (Figure 7). Figure 7 also proves that the MEA-
tuning method controls process control model I more stably
and faster.

(2) Industrial Process Control Model II. The optimal PID
parameters (Kp, Ki, Kd) and performance indexes (ITAE,
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Table 3: PID parameters and performances of industrial process control model I.

Parameter MEA GA Z-N
𝐾p 1.7898 1.7449 2.2800
Ki 1.3770 1.5492 2.6576
Kd 0.2788 0.4228 0.4890
ts 2.6910 5.6440 6.2987
ITAE 0.3463 0.5758 0.7332

Table 4: PID parameters and performances of industrial process control model II.

Parameter MEA GA Z-N
𝐾p 1.3525 1.5441 1.6200
Ki 0.4982 0.5752 0.6707
Kd 0.8345 1.0517 0.9782
ts 9.0798 9.5050 13.5319
ITAE 2.8671 3.2592 3.9535
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Figure 8: Closed-loop step response with process II.

ts) tuned by the MEA, GA, and Z-N methods are obtained,
as shown in Table 4. The performance indexes (ITAE,
ts) obtained by the MEA, GA, and Z-N methods are
(ITAE=2.8671, ts=9.0798), (ITAE=3.2592, ts=9.5050), and
(ITAE=3.9535, ts=13.5319), respectively. Obviously, the MEA-
tuningmethod has the least ITAE and the fastest search speed.

In order to further verify the effectiveness of the MEA,
Simulink was used to investigate the unit step response
of typical model control system II. The results show that,
compared with the GA and Z-Nmethods, theMEA canmake
process control model II reach a stable state more quickly
(Figure 8).

(3) Industrial Process Control Model III. The optimal PID
parameters (Kp, Ki, Kd) and performance indexes (ITAE,
ts) of industrial process control model III were obtained

by the MEA, GA, and Z-N methods and listed in Table 5.
Compared with the GA method (ITAE=23.7167) and Z-
N method (ITAE=23.7657), the MEA method can greatly
improve the control performance (ITAE=11.2763), and the
search speed of the MEA method is also improved slightly
(ts=15.2005). The unit step responses also show that the
MEA method tunes process control model III with a smaller
fluctuation range and faster convergence speed (Figure 9).

(4) Industrial Process Control Model V. The optimal PID
parameters (Kp, Ki, Kd) and performance indexes (ITAE, ts)
of industrial process control model V were obtained by the
MEA, GA, and Z-Nmethods and listed in Table 6. Compared
with the GA method (ITAE=2.4037, ts=7.2594) and Z-N
method (ITAE=2.4623, ts=8.7442), the MEA method has
less ITAE and shorter calculation time, greatly improving
the control performance (ITAE=0.7536) and search speed
(ts=3.3309). The GA has a slight advantage over the Z-N
method, but it is not significant. The unit step responses also
show that the MEA method tunes process control model V
with a smaller fluctuation range and faster convergence speed
(Figure 10).

(5) Industrial Process Control Model IV.TheMEA, GA, and Z-
N methods were used to search the optimal PID parameters
of industrial process control model IV, respectively; then the
PID parameters (Kp, Ki, Kd) were obtained and put into
process control model IV through Simulink; the performance
indexes (ITAE, ts) were obtained and listed in Table 7.

Compared with the GA (ITAE=19.4274, ts=18.1772) and
Z-Nmethod (ITAE=21.3847, ts=20.0000), theMEA improves
the control performance and computing speed, but not by
much (ITAE=15.7474, ts=16.1596). The unit step responses
also show that none of the three methods achieve complete
control of process control model IV within 20 seconds, but
the MEA method has the smallest fluctuation range and the
best performance (Figure 11).

The above simulation results show that, during the opti-
mization process, the MEA constantly searches for better
parameters, and the ITAE index decreases continuously;
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Table 5: PID parameters and performances of industrial process control model III.

Parameter MEA GA Z-N
𝐾p 0.9941 0.7477 0.6780
Ki 0.2601 0.2558 0.1855
Kd 0.9224 0.8571 0.6169
ts 15.2005 18.4473 20.0000
ITAE 11.2763 23.7167 23.7657

Table 6: PID parameters and performances of industrial process control model V.

Parameter MEA GA Z-N
𝐾p 2.6303 3.1253 2.3880
Ki 0.9459 1.829 1.6959
Kd 0.9984 1.7222 0.8406
ts 3.3309 7.2594 8.7442
ITAE 0.7536 2.4037 2.4623
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Figure 9: Closed-loop step response with process III.

finally, the unstable controlled object gradually reaches a
steady state; this proves that the MEA-tuning PID controller
well realizes the tuning and optimization of the controlled
object. Compared with the GA and Z-N methods, the MEA
can obtain satisfactory PID parameters for control systems
within a few generations, the ITAE obtained is lower, and the
convergence speed is faster. Therefore, the MEA is superior
to the GA and Z-N methods.

5. Conclusion

The performance of the traditional PID control depends
on the set of the parameters; therefore, an MEA-tuning
method is proposed to search globally the optimal controller
parameters. The MEA approach has superior design features
and parallelism on structure, which raises the efficiency and
effectiveness for searching global optimal parameters. In
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Figure 10: Closed-loop step response with process V.

order to verify the performance of the MEA, three classical
functions and five typical industrial process control models
are employed for simulation and testing; the simulation
results were compared with those of the GA and Z-N
methods. The main results and conclusions are summarized
as follows.

The experimental results of three classical functions
(Sphere function, Rastrigin function, and Rosenbrock func-
tion) indicate that the MEA has faster convergence speed
and higher convergence precision than the GA; due to the
superior design feature and parallel structure, the MEA can
memorize more evolutionary information and search the
optimal solution more efficiently and effectively, overcoming
the defects of the GA, such as precociousness, easiness
of falling into the local extremum, and time-consuming
computation.
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Table 7: PID parameters and performances of industrial process control model IV.

Parameter MEA GA Z-N
𝐾p 1.0968 1.2785 1.4220
Ki 0.2103 0.2769 0.2613
Kd 1.7656 1.9265 1.9346
ts 16.1596 18.1772 20.0000
ITAE 15.7474 19.4274 21.3847
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Figure 11: Closed-loop step response with process IV.

The simulation experiments of five typical industrial
process control models also show that the MEA can capture
better PID parameters (Kp, Ki, Kd) and lower ITAE; the
MEA-tuning PID controller well realizes the tuning and
optimization of the controlled object; the unstable controlled
object gradually reaches a steady state; meanwhile, the MEA
is superior to the GA and Z-N methods in speed and
optimization performance.

Experiments indicated that the MEA-tuning method
proposed in this study is feasible and valid, which offers a
practical and novel approach for the design of the tradi-
tional PID controller. However, future work should focus
on the comparison researches between the MEA and other
intelligent algorithms; other PID controllers such as the
PSO-PID controller, TSA-PID controller, BFA-PID con-
troller, ACA-PID controller, and ABC-PID controller should
be introduced into the tuning and optimization of the
traditional PID controller and compared with the MEA-
PID controller to verify its effectiveness and advantage.
Moreover, the MEA approach should be further tested and
developed through other practical application fields such as
regression fitting, pattern recognition, and job planning and
scheduling.
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PID: Proportional integral derivative
MEA: Mind evolutionary algorithm
Z-N: Ziegler and Nichols
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PSO: Particle swarm optimization
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ITAE: Integral of time absolute errors
ISE: Integral of squared errors.
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